
2.2.6 Corrupted content of the backup domain due to a missed power-on reset after this domain
supply voltage drop

Description

The backup domain reset may be missed upon a power-on following a power-off, if its supply voltage drops during
the power-off phase hitting a window, which is few mV wide before it starts to rise again. In this critical window,
the flip-flops are no longer able to safely retain the information and the backup domain reset has not yet been
triggered. This window is located in the range between 100 mV and 700 mV, with the exact position depending
mainly on the device and on the temperature.
This missed reset results in unpredictable values of the backup domain registers. This may cause a spurious
behavior (such as driving the LSCO output pin on PA2 or influencing backup functions).

Workaround

Apply one of the following measures:
• In the application, let the VDD and VBAT supply voltages fall to a level below 100 mV for more than 200 ms

before a new power‑on.
• If the above workaround cannot be applied, and the boot follows a power‑on reset, erase the backup

domain by software.
When the application is using shutdown mode, user needs to discriminate between the power‑on reset or
an exit from a shutdown mode.
For this purpose, at least one backup register must have been previously programmed with a
BKP_REG_VAL value with 16 bits set and 16 bits cleared.
Robustness of this workaround can be significantly improved by using a CRC rather than registers. The
registers are subject to backup domain reset.
The workaround consists of calculating the CRC of the backup registers: RCC_BDCR and RTC registers,
excluding bits modified by HW.
The CRC result can be stored in the backup register instead of a fixed value. This value needs to be
updated for each modification of values covered by CRC, such as by using CRC peripheral.
At the very beginning of the boot code, insert the following software sequence:
1. Check the BORRSTF flag of the RCC_CSR register. If set, the reset is caused by a power on, or is

exiting from shutdown mode.
2. If BORRSTF flag is true, and the shutdown mode is used in the application, check that the backup

register value is different from BKP_REG_VAL. When tamper detection is enabled,check that no
tamper flag is set. If both conditions are met then the reset is caused by a power-on.

3. If the reset is caused by a power-on, apply the following sequence:
a. Enable the PWR clock in the RCC, by setting the PWREN bit.
b. Enable the backup domain access in the PWR, by setting the DBP bit.
c. Reset the backup domain, by:

i. Writing 0x0001 0000 in the RCC_BDCR register, which sets the BDRST bit and clears
other register bits that might not be reset.

ii. reading the RCC_BDCR register, to make the reset time long enough
iii. writing 0x0000 0000 in the RCC_BDCR register, to clear the BDRST bit

d. Clear the BORRSTF flag by setting the RMVF bit of the RCC_CSR register.

2.2.7 SRAM write error

Description

In rare cases, system reset occurring in a critical instant may upset the SRAM state machine. The first SRAM
read or write access after the system reset then restores the normal operation of the SRAM for any subsequent
accesses. However, if it is a write access, it fails to write data.

Workaround

Upon system reset, make a dummy read access to each 32-Kbyte SRAM instance used by the application,
through one of the following methods:
1. Place a dummy variable initialization, which allows the compiler to create the assembly code.
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